
Summer Assignment Rubric -12 AP English 
Each of the five sections is worth 20 points. 
 

x Focus - analysis and insight 
� includes breadth and development of subject matter  
� has factual information present and includes true analysis or grasp of 

overall relationship of information 
� creates a balance of personal intent backed by substance 

  
x Documentation and Format 

� includes quotes (lines and phrases) from the books used for 
verification of ideas - books 

� citations are correctly set up and used in the paper where appropriate - 
books 

� correct works cited included where applicable - books 
� details from the cultural event including date, place, and event 

specifics – cultural events 
� mood and tone of cultural event included documenting attendance and 

participation of event – cultural events 
� discussion of perspective of cultural event including historical context, 

literary value, musical theory, etc. . .- cultural events 
� MLA format is implemented correctly - both books and cultural events 

 
x Content -  complete in scope, balance of personal viewpoint and interpretation 

and factual support 
� includes enough discussion as support for the topic 
� choice of support is strong in relation to overall point 
� includes key areas of discussion and development 

 
x General Organization -  including use of thesis statement and introduction as a set 

up for the argument along with an appropriate conclusion to the argument  
� has a strong and concise thesis statement 
� has a strong introduction 
� creates a clear conclusion to the paper 
� sets up an argument to prove  
� includes strong organization and has transitions between ideas 

 
x Writing Style  

� has an eloquent style and ease to writing 
� varies sentence beginnings and lengths – not choppy 
� lacks grammatical errors  
� no awkward sentence structure and development 

 
 
      

Final grade out of 100 points 


